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Half Price Kitchen Renovation



FIND OUT MORE

Our Serviсes

Kitchen Respray

Furniture Respray

Carpentry Service

Worktop Respray

Wardrobe  Respray

Internal Door Respray



Bespoke Carpentry 
Service

Adding extra presses

Replacing kickboards 

Replacing  worktops 

Replacing  old cookerhoods 

Bespoke Tv Units

Radiator Covers 

 BESPOKE CARPENTRY SERVICE

Bespoke Alcove units 

Bespoke Wall paneling 

Save thousands by making a few changes and Respraying!

CONTACT US
086 245 64 56
sales@kitchenrespray.com

@kitchenrespray



€1,785
FROM

€2,385
FROM

€2,985
FROM

Respray costs only 25% the
cost of a new Kitchen 

Kitchen Respray
We only work with top
suppliers to provide the best
and highest-quality services.
Kitchen Respray.com is
Ireland's only company to
use a steam proof and anti-
bacterial paint combined. 

Visit our Showrooms
Kylemore Rd Bray Arklow



Almost
Done

Respraying the
frame

Preparation   is
crucial

The first two days, the doors are removed,
cleaned and prepped for Spraying. These are
the most visible parts of your kitchen and
deserve significant attention to give it a perfect
finish. 

Generally, on the third day, the frame of the
cabinets is cleaned, sanded, and prepared for
repainting. Meaning there is as little downtime
as possible for you and your family.

On the final day, the doors are refitted. When
needed, new handles will be re-fitted. We can fill
and reset any shape or size. 
Our exclusive paint is specifically designed for
this type of work. It has an ultra-smooth finish
and is excellent for easy cleanup and
maintenance. 

Let’s go
step by step

01 

03 

02 



We can Resurface your
existing worktop

0r
Completely replace it

You decide 



At All Surface Respray, we only use the
best. Over the years, we have tweaked
our formulas and systems to deliver the
country's best and most durable
countertop resurfacing procedure.
Sometimes it's just a chip or a 
burn that needs to be repaired. 
Everyday landlords commercial 
premises and domestic home-
owners choose to repair instead of 
replace.
Save all the hassle of breaking 
tiles, disconnecting your gas 
cooker and disconnecting your 
water when you choose to respray 
rather than replace. 

Say goodbye to Tilers, plumbers, gas
engineers and carpenters and save
money in the process.

Worktop & Tiles
Respray

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
FURNITURE RESPRAY

After

After

Before

Before

€395
FROM

€395
FROM



WE CAN...

CHANGE WORKTOPS

Change or Resurface? We provide all the options. Are you
considering adding a pop-up plug socket? Contact us to see
our extensive range of solid oak or Compact laminate. 



WE CAN...

ADD AN EXTRA PRESS
Add a press or take one away? Extend a cupboard or add an
Island? Get a new door made to replace a glass one... It's the
little things that make the difference.

KITCHEN



Soft close hinges 

Removal of
Old hinges. 

Supply of top 
Quality soft
close hinges. 

Sales@kitchenrespray.com 

www.kitchenrespray.com

SUPPLIED
& FITTED
Prices from €11 per hinge.
For more info just call or
WhatsApp the sales team.        
083 8355583. 

Fitting and
balancing of
doors.

Upgrade to



REPLACING
KICKBOARDS
Upgrade your
kitchen's style
effortlessly with our
kickboard
replacement service!
Say goodbye to worn-
out and dated
kickboards and hello
to a fresh, modern
look. Our skilled team
ensures a seamless
installation,
transforming the
heart of your home in
no time. Elevate your
kitchen aesthetics
with our hassle-free
kickboard
replacements –
because every detail
matters in creating
the kitchen of your
dreams.

€395
FROM



Over time, the wear and
tear on old drawers can
leave them tired and
worn. But don't fret –
we've got the perfect
solution! Say goodbye to
outdated drawers and
hello to a modern,
convenient upgrade with
our soft-close
multifunction drawers.
Our expert team can
seamlessly replace those
worn-out drawers,
bringing a touch of
sophistication and
functionality to your
space. Experience the
ease of soft-close
technology and the
versatility of
multifunctional drawers,
transforming your storage
solutions into a stylish
and efficient asset for
your home. Upgrade your
drawers, upgrade your
lifestyle!

REPLACING
THE DRAWERS

CONTACT US



ADDING
PULL OUT

RECYCLING BINS
We all know the importance
of recycling. Keep your
kitchen clean and tidy with
a recycling bin. 

We can supply and fit any
shape or size to any unit.

CONTACT US



REPLACING 
EXTRACTOR FANS
Are you tired of that old wooden cooker hood? No problem.
We can replace that dated eyesore with a modern fan.
Making it look like a new kitchen.

CONTACT US

€995
FROM
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€195
FROM

FROM

€235
FROM

Made to
measure,
manufactured
in quality MDF
and then
sprayed to
perfection in a
choice of
colours.

Lots of options!
Double, single,
small or tall.  

Choices of
different
finishes and
colours. 

Contact us for a
quote.

Standard Cover

Mesh front Cover
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€1,650
FROM

FROM

€1,500
FROM

Alcove Units

Shelving & Alcove

Made to
measure,
manufactured
in quality MDF
and then
sprayed to
perfection in a
choice of
colours.

Whether it be in
a traditional
style, in
keeping with
the period of
your home, or
with a more
contemporary
and modern
look.
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€3,500
FROM

FROM

€2,995
FROM

Media Units

Custom Design 

Bespoke
cupboards,
bookcases and
shelving that
squeeze the
maximum
amount of
storage from
even the
trickiest of
spaces.

Alcove
shelving and
cupboards
Made-to-
measure
media
cabinets
Bespoke
bookshelves
and
bookcases



Furniture
Respray

Before After

SAVE OVER 50% BY RESPRAYING

WhatsApp a photo and we will send you a quote

Before After

€595
FROM

€495
FROM



Look at this chart and make a better choice!

Thinking about some renovation
Consider this!

SAVE MONEY, SAVE TIME, SAVE WASTE SAVE ON
CARBON EMISSIONS

You save up to 97% on your carbon footprint by
respraying instead of replacing. Respraying is not
only about money savings, but it is about our
sustainable future 

You also save about 80% on costs. This means you
pay many times less for the same result - new and
fresh furniture, kitchen, bathroom and doors. Why
pay more?

Replace 
or Restore?

Total Kitchen
Replacement

Cost

Total Carbon
Footprint to

Replace 
a Kitchen

7 000 €
to

12 000 €

2 500 €

753kg CO2e

27kg CO2e

Kitchen Respray
Euro Cost

Kitchen Respray
Carbon Footprint




